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In [3], A. KLEPPNER considers the following situation. A locally compact 
group G acts as a group of homeomorphisms on a locally compact space X. 
A Radon measure m on X is said to be mobile if for every compact set 
K C X the function g I-+ m(gK) (g E G) is continuous. It is shown that 
under certain countability conditions a Radon measure m is mobile if 
and only if it is absolutely continuous with respect to some quasi-invariant 
measure on X. 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize Kleppner's results to more 
general situations by using convolutions of functions on G with measures 
on X. 
In this paper G is a locally compact group, X is a locally compact 
Hausdorff space, and for all g E G, x EX there is defined an element 
gx EX so that 
(i) (g, x) I-+ gx is a continuous map G x X--+ X. 
(ii) g1(g2x) = (g1g2)x for all g1, g2 E G, x EX. 
(iii) lx=x for all x EX, where l is the neutral element of G. 
For Y C G or Y C X, ;Y denotes the characteristic function of Y. 
We fix a left Haar measure mG on G. Instead of dmG(g) we shall usually 
write dg. 
Ll(G) is the space of all equivalence classes of complex functions on G 
that are integrable with respect to mG. L 1(G) is a Banach algebra under 
convolution. 
Let m, m' be Radon measures on X. We write m j_ m' if m and m' 
are mutually singular. 
M(X) is the Banach space of all bounded Radon measures on X. We 
use Greek letters fl, v, ... to denote elements of M(X). 
For a Radon measure m on X and for g E G we define a Radon measure 
mg by 
mu(Y)=m(g-1Y) for every Borel set Y C X. 
Clearly llf.lll =I if-lull for all f1 E M(X) and g E G. 
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If g E G and f is any function on X we put 
fu(x) = f(gx) for x EX. 
For fl E M(X) and for any fl,-integrable function, f, J f dft = J fg-1 dftu· 
For Y C X and g E G, (~Y}g=~g-1y. If m, m' are Radon measures on X 
and f is a function such that dm = f dm', then dmg = f g-1 dm' u· 
By [1; Section 3) we can define an operation*: Ll(G) x M(X) --+ M(X) 
by 
U*!l)(Y)= s f(g)fl,(g-1Y)dg (Y C X, Y Borel) 
Then 
(/I, /2 E Ll(G), f1, E M(X)) 
and 
lit* ftll <lit ll·llftll (f E Ll(G), f1, E M(X)) 
Further, 
(f E Ll(G}, f1, E M(X), g E G) 
It is well-known (see [4)) that, in case G=X and the action ofG on X 
is left multiplication, an element fl of M(X) = M(G) is absolutely con-
tinuous if and only if 
g I-+ fl,g (g E G) 
is a continuous map of G into M(G). Thus it is natural to propose the 
following definition. 
fl E M(X) is said to be absolutely continuous if the map G--+ M(X) 
defined by g I-+ flu is continuous. The bounded absolutely continuous 
measures form a subset A of M(X). It is clear that A is a closed linear 
subspace of M(X). It is easy to see that fl E M(X) is absolutely continuous 
if the map g I-+ flu is continuous at 1 E G. 
We call a a-finite Radon measure m on X singular if m j_ mg for locally 
almost every g E G. If m is singular and m' ~ m, then m' is singular. 
The singular bounded measures form a setS C M(X). Since for every 
fl E A the set {g E G: fl j_ flu} is closed, for every fl E A n S we have 
{g E G: fl j_ flu}=G; therefore fl j_ fl· It follows that An S = {0}. 
Finally, a Radon measure m on X is said to be mobile ([3)) if for every 
compact K C X, m(gK) depends continuously on g E G. Obviously, every 
absolutely continuous measure is mobile. The converse statement is part 
for our first theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The following conditions on fl E M(X) are equivalent. 
(i) fl is absolutely continuous. 
(ii) fl is mobile. 
(iii) f1, E Ll(G) * M(X). 
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Proof. The implication (i) =* (ii) is trivial. The equivalence (i) ~ (iii) 
is Theorem 3.2 in [1]. We shall prove (ii) =* (i). 
By [l; Theorems 3.2 and 3.3] a bounded measure fJ, is mobile if and 
only if there exist v E A and a v-integrable function I on X with dfJ, = ldv. 
Therefore the set B={p EM(X): there exist v EA and a continuous 
function I on X whose support is compact, with dfJ, = ldv} is a dense subset 
of the space of all bounded mobile measures. Since A is closed in M(X) 
it suffices to prove that B CA. 
Let v E A, I a continuous function with compact support and let 
fJ, EM(X) be defined by df-'=ldv. We have to prove that fJ, EA. For 
g E G let (fl,u)' E M(X) be such that d(fl,u)' = lu-Idv. Since 
dfl,g = lu-Idvg, Ill-'-1-'ull <Ill-'- (fl,g)'jj + ll(fl,g)'- 1-'ull <Ill- lu-llloo · llvll + 
+ llllloo · llv-vull· 
The map g I-+ Vg is continuous by our assumption, and it is easy to see 
that Ill- lu-11100 becomes arbitrarily small as g tends to l E G. Therefore 
the map g I-+ 1-'u is continuous at l E G, and fJ, EA. 
CoROLLARY 2. If !-' E A and v E M(X), v ~ fJ,, then v EA. 
Proof. By [l; Theorem 3.3], if!-' E A and v ~ fJ,, then v is mobile. 
We can extend this corollary to unbounded measures as follows. 
PROPOSITION 3. If m, m' are Radon measures on X, m' ~ m, and if 
m is mobile, then m' is mobile. 
Proof. Let U be an open neighborhood of l E G with compact 
closure U. Let K be any compact subset of X. We construct a f-' 1 E A 
such that jm'(K)-m'(g-1K)i<ll!-''-fJ,'ull for all g E U. Then the function 
g I-+ m'(gK) will be continuous at l E G, and it is easy to prove the 
mobility of m'. 
U-1K is a compact subset of X. Define fJ,, fJ,', v E M(X) by 
fJ,(Y)=m(Y n '(J-lK) 
1-''(Y)=m'(Y n '(J-lK) 
v(Y)=m(Y n '{J-l'{J-lK) 
(Y C X Borel) 
Then jm'(K)-m'(g-1K)i=lf-''(K)-fJ,'u(K)j for g E U, so that we are 
done if f-' 1 EA. We shall show that fJ, ~ ;u * jvj; since ;u * jvj E A and 
fJ,' ~ !-' this implies !-'' EA. 
It suffices to prove that fl,( Y) = 0 for every compact Y C U -lK with 
;u*lvi(Y)=O (Note that SuppfJ,CU-lK). Fur such Y, 
0= f ;u(g)·jvj(g-1Y)dg;;;. f jv(g-lY)jdg= f jm(g-lY)jdg. 
u u 
Therefore, m(g-lY)=O for almost every g E U. By the mobility of 
m, ,u(Y)=m(Y)=O. 
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Now we turn from the absolutely continuous measures to the singular 
ones. We shall prove that A and S are each other's ,orthogonal com-
plements". Thus A and S are bands, and in particular the sum of two 
singular measures is singular. 
THEOREM 4. The following conditions on fl E M(X) are equivalent. 
( i) fl is singular. 
(ii) For all v E M(X), fl __l Yg for locally almost every g. 
(iii) fl __l v for every v EA. 
Proof. The inclusion (ii) =>- (i) is trivial. 
(iii)=>- (ii): Take v E M(X). Let K be any compact subset of G. By 
Theorem 1, ;K * lvl E A, so that f-1, __l ;K * lvl. Hence there exists a Borel 
set Z C X such that for every Borel set Y C X, fi,(Y)=fi,(Y n Z) while 
(;K * lvi)(Z) = 0. Because 
(;K * lvi)(Z) = J ;x(g) ·lvl(g-1Z)dg = J ;x(g) ·lvui(Z)dg, 
we have lvui(Z) = 0 for almost every g E K. For all these .g, fl __l lvul and 
therefore fl __l Yg. 
(i) =>- (iii): Let v E A and let fla be the absolutely continuous part of fl 
with respect to v. As fla <{ v and v E A, fla E A (Cor. 2), so that (fl,a)u (g E G) 
depends continuously on g. On the other hand, fl __l flu for locally almost 
every g E G, and fla <{ fl; it follows that fla __l (fl,a)u for locally almost 
every g E G. Thus, fla __l (fl,a)g for every g E G. In particular fla __l (flah = fla, 
and fla = 0. Consequently, fl __l v. 
CoROLLARY 5. S is a closed linear subspace of M(X). 
Another consequence is the following. If X =G and the action of G on X 
is multiplication, then a measure fl E M(G) is singular if and only if it is 
singular with respect to Haar measure. 
THEOREM 6. Every fl E M(X) has unique decomposition fl = fla + f-1,8 
with fla absolutely continuous and fls singular. llflll = llflall + llflsll. 
Proof. As An S={O} the decomposition is unique. As A __l S, 
II# II= llflall +I If-lsi I· We have only to prove the existence of the decomposition. 
Take any flEM(X),f-1,?0. Let A.u={vEA:O<;;v<fl}. There exist 
VI, Y2.··· EA.u such that sup {llvnll: n=l, 2, ... }=sup {llvll: v EA.u}· Let fla 
be the absolutely continuous part of fl with respect to 1 2-nvn. Since 
1 2-nvn E A, fla E A,u- Further, fla?Vn for each n, and consequently . 
llflall=sup {llvll: v EA.u}· We prove f-1,-fl,a ES. Notice that f-1,-fl,a?O. Take 
any v EA. There are f-1,1, f/,2 E M(X) with 
f/,1, f/,2?0, f-1,-fl,a=f-1,1 +f-1,2, f/,1 <{ V, f/,2 __l v. 
Then f/,1 E A, so that fla + f-1,1 E A,u- Then llflall? llfla +#Ill, and since f-1,1, fla? 0 
this is only possible if f/,1=0. Hence f-1,-fl,a=f-1,2 __l v. 
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By theorem 4 it follows that p.-p.a ES. 
Thus, A +S contains every non-negative real p. E M(X). Therefore 
A+S=M(X). 
It is now easy to extend this theorem to unbbunded measures. 
CoROLLARY 7. Let m be a a-finite Radon measure on X. Then' there 
exist a mobile measure ma and a singular measure m8 such that ma ~ m, 
m8 ~ m, and m(K)=ma(K)+m8(K) for all compact K C X. 
This corollary was proved by A. KLEPPNER [3] for G and X that 
satisfy the second countability axiom. 
For any Radon measure mx on X we denote by Ll(mx) the set of all 
elements of M(X) that are absolutely continuous ~th respect to mx. 
We shall always view Ll(mx) as a subspace of M(X) and not as a space 
of functions or equivalence classes of functions. 
A non-negative real Radon measure mx on X is said to be quasi-
invariant if (mx)u ~ mx for every g E G. Let mx' be such a quasi-invariant 
measure on X. One can prove without much trouble (see [I; Theorem 3.I)] 
that Ll(G) * Ll(mx) C L 1(mx). (In fact, Ll(G) * Ll(mx)=Ll'(mx)). We put 
N(mx) = {t.t E M(X) : f * p. E Ll(mx) for every f E LI(G)} 
Clearly, N(mx) is closed linear subspace of M(X), 
L 1(mx) C N(mx) C M(X), and Ll(G) * N(mx) C £1.-(mx). 
The space N(mx) has been investigated to. some extent in [I]. From 
the obtained results we quote the following. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let mx be a quasi-invariant measure on X. 
(i) mx is mobile ([I; Corollary 3.6]). , 
(ii) An element p. of M(X) is in N(mx) if and only if for every compact 
K C X with mx(K) = 0, we have p.(gK) = 0 for locally almost every g E G 
([I; Theorem 5.4 ]). 
(iii) N(mx) =M(X) if and only if A =Ll(mx) ([I; equivalence of (i) 
and (iii) in Theorem 5.7]). 
THEOREM 9. For any quasi-invariant measure mx, 
·A~ N(mx)d:Ll(mx) 
Proof. Let,u E A~ N(mx). Take acompactsetK C Xwithmx(K)=O. 
By Propo~ition 8 (ii), ,u9(K) = 0 for locally almost every g E G. But ',u9(K) 
depends continuously on g (by Theorem I ,u is mobile). Hence ,u(K);;,O, 
It follows that ,u ~ mx. . · . 
Conversely, every element of Ll(mx) is mobile by Proposition 3 and 
Proposition 8 (i), and Ll(mx) C N(mx). Thus, Ll(mx) C A ~ N(mx). 
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PROPOSITION 10. If G is a-compact, then for every p E M(X) there 
is a quasi-invariant measure mx with f.t E N(mx). 
Proof. There is an /0 E L1(G) with /o(g)> 0 for every g E G. Let 
p E M(X) and put mx= fo * !t-tl-
Take any compact K C X. Since mx(K) = f /o(g) ·lt-tl(g-1K)dg and 
/o(g) > 0 for every g E G it follows that mx(K) = 0 if and only if lt-tl(g-IK) = 0 
for almost every g E G. Hence, (mx)u ~ mx for every g E G, and mx is 
quasi-invariant. 
We also notice that if K C X is compact and mx(K}= 0, then t-t(gK) = 0 
for almost every g E G. By proposition 8 (ii), f.t E N(mx). 
Note. If G is compact we can choose /o(g) = 1 for all g. Then the mx 
constructed above is invariant. 
PROPOSITION 11. Assume that G is a-compact. Let f.t be a a-finite 
Radon measure on X. 
(i) p is mobile if and only if there is a quasi-invariant measure mx 
on X such that f.t ~ mx. 
(ii) f.t is singular if and only if f.t _L mx for every quasi-invariant 
measure mx on X. 
Proof. There is a t-t'EM(X) with t-t'~t-t and f.t~t-t'· Then f.t is 
mobile (singular) if and only if p' is mobile (singular). 
Therefore we may assume f.t E M(X). 
Now let mx be a quasi-invariant measure on X and let 
S(mx) = {.u E M(X) : p _L mx}. 
Then S(mx) = {.u: f.t _L v for every v E Ll(mx)}. Hence, U {S(mx): mx 
quasi-invariant}= {.u: f.t _L v for every v E A} =8. 
CoROLLARY 12. Let G be a-compact. Then A =M(X) if and only if 
N(mx)=Ll(mx) for every quasi-invariant measure mx. 
Proof. If A =M(X), then (see Theorem 9) for every quasi-invariant 
mx, Ll(mx)=M(X) n N(mx)=N(mx), even without the a-compactness 
of G. On the other hand, if G is a-compact, then by proposition 10 and 
Proposition 11 (i), M(X)= U {N(mx): mx quasi-invariant} and 
A= U {Ll(mx): mx quasi-invariant}. 
Note. Proposition 11 (i) is an extension of [3; Theorem 2]. Propo-
sition 11 (ii) shows our definition of singularity to coincide with Kleppner's 
for the groups considered in [3]. 
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